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Introduction

Figure S1 shows the normalized spectra of precipitation in the near-equatorial region. The (aqua_20) experiment shows wavenumber one MJO-like signal (Figure S1b). In cont_20, overall MJO variance is relatively low, but also appears at wavenumbers 2 – 3 (Figure S1c). However, in jan_SST the MJO signal shows stronger variance at wavenumbers 2 – 5 (Figure S1d) in closer agreement with observation (Figure S1a).
Figure S1. Wavenumber-frequency spectra of 10°S–10°N summed precipitation divided by the background power from a) ERA_Interim, b) aqua_20, c) cont_20 and d) jan_SST but for 15°S–0°. Values of spectral power greater than 1.1 (shaded) are significant at 95% level. Frequency is in cycles per day. In Figure 3 of the main text, we have shown the raw spectra.